ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING

JENSEN HUGHES is a global leader in specialty engineering and
consulting services for the built environment. We are a company
of engineers, consultants, and scientists focused on evaluating
risks and diligently developing the best, most cost-effective
safety solutions. We offer extensive, practical experience through
countless projects, research, and industry innovation.

WHO WE WORK FOR:
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Oil and Gas Companies

JJ

Power Generation Plants

JJ

Metals/Industrial Facilities

JJ

Pulp and Paper Plants
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Cement Plants

JJ

Nuclear Plants

JJ

Government Agencies

JJ

Lawyers

Our global clients include a majority of Fortune 500 companies
and cover the following sectors: corporate real estate, education,
energy, government, healthcare, hospitality, industrial, military, and
transportation.
With a deep understanding of the built environment, JENSEN
HUGHES offers you a wide range of environmental consulting
services to help manage your environmental risk. Our environmental
services paired with our security consulting services allow us to
offer a unique solution to your firm as often those issues are closely
intertwined.
Our experts are engineers, meteorologists, and scientists who
have worked in both the public and private sectors, allowing us
to arm your firm with practical knowledge that will set you apart
from competitors. Some of our experts have served as regulators,
allowing us to have a broad perspective on environmental issues,
which in turn is beneficial when representing your interests.
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+1 410-737-8677

bjones@jensenhughes.com

Visit our website at

jensenhughes.com
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Permitting

JJ

Modeling

JJ

Monitoring

JJ

Environmental Impact Assessments

JJ

Regulatory Analysis and Interpretation

JJ

Litigation Support

JJ

Materials and Process Assessment

CONTACT
Bill Jones
Senior Environmental Consultant

Air Quality

JJ

JJ

Alternatives Identification and Evaluation

JJ

Chemical Risk Assessment

Water Quality

No matter what the environmental issue, our goal is to partner
with your team and help manage these environmental issues in a
manner that is most conducive to the operation of your business.

